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1 - Welcome to Woodland Valley!

The Winx Club & Specialists are at Magix in Love Café. It's a school holiday and Flora & Helia were
thinking about going to Woodland Valley. Bloom: Going where?!
Layla: Woodland Valley?! Are you crazy?! That place is private and haunted!
Flora: We both received an Invitation.
Helia: Wait, did you just say haunted?
Riven: Haven't you heard the story?
Flora: What story?
Musa: Rosie Oak & Edward Oak died there!
Flora: What was the cause?
Stella: They say the couple died after a mystical light seen by their only daughter, Blossom Oak
Sky: She's the only fairy of trees after her mom died
Helia: How old is she now?
Sky: Sixteen but doesn't go to Alfea
Flora: Helia, I think we should go and find out about this 'mystical light'
Helia: I think so too
Riven: So, you're going to find out this after six long years?
Helia: Which got me thinking, is Blossom the only person living in Woodland Valley?
Tecna: Oh no, she lives with a friend which is a boy
Stella: Try boyfriend Tecna. His name's Jason Parker
Timmy: Helia, Flora, who sent you that invitation?
Helia: It says, 'from Blossom Oak'
Timmy: When do you need to go?
Flora: The letter says tomorrow would be nice
Bloom: Are you sure you two want to go there?
Helia: We have to help somehow
Sky: It's your choice Flora & Helia thought about it then they've made their decision, they're going to
Woodland Valley. After that day passed, Flora & Helia were are already packed to go. Yesterday, Flora
noticed there was a spell to teleport to Woodland Valley attached to the letter so she used it. As quick as
a flash, Flora & Helia are already at Woodland Valley. Helia located a wooden house, just a few steps
away. After they both reached the door and put down their suitcases, Flora knocked on the door.
Blossom rushed to open the door and was delighted to see them! Jason was beside her. Bloom: Flora
Marigold! Helia Handwrite! I'm so glad you two could come! I've heard so much about you two! I'm
Blossom Oak & this is Jason Parker
Jason: Please to meet you
Blossom: Please come in and I'll show you both to your room
Flora: Thank you After Blossom showed them to their room and was about to leave, her grateful smile
suddenly disappeared. Blossom's room is near the guestroom while Jason's is next to hers, yes they
both have their own room. As Blossom walked back downstairs, Jason saw her then he asked if she was
ok. Blossom: I'm fine
Jason: Is this about Woodland Valley? We've been happy here for six years
Blossom: It's not that, Flora has her parents, Helia has a grandfather, but look at us! We've no parents,
just us. People hardly visit Woodland Valley again after my parents died because they think this place is



haunted, except for our closest friends, Sarah, Nikki, Kelly, we've got lots of friends... Maybe Flora &
Helia might be able to help us
Jason: I'm sure they will Flora then exited the guestroom then she wanted to talk to Blossom. Jason
wanted to leave them alone so he returned to his room. Flora: Blossom, I heard from my friends that
now you are the only fairy of trees?
Blossom: The last and only one
Flora: What are your powers?
Blossom: My power are Wood & Leaves. I can control anything that's wooden. Without wood or leaves, I
can't live
Flora: You sure do have lots of trees in Woodland Valley. I've seen one tree with Blossoms
Blossom: That's how my mom named me. Dad gave her a Blossom after they first met
Flora: I heard about you saying you have friends?
Blossom: Friends & cousins. They visit us sometimes but others don't. I'm glad you and Helia did. I
believe the 'mystical light' was created by the only enemy in Woodland Valley, Radar. After my parents
died, people came by to find out who's behind the murder and when they searched near a tree, they
were never to be seen again!



2 - A Mystery to Solve

(P.S. I am Sarah in the story)
 
Suddenly the phone rang.
Blossom: I'll be right back
Blossom answered the phone then she was smiling again! After she hung up, she told Flora about
someone.
Flora: Sarah? A friend?
Blossom: She's coming to visit! She said she'll be here in about-- *heard a knock*
Blossom opened the door and was surprised to see Sarah make it in a flash!
Sarah: Hi Blossom! Hi Flora! I'm here at last!
Blossom: Sarah! I'm so glad you could make it here!
Sarah: Well the force field around this area can't keep us apart!
Flora: Wait, did you just say force field?
Blossom: After my parents died, people made a force field around woodland valley to keep anything
from getting in. The teleportation spell I gave for my friends and you is for personal use. But, other
people doesn't want to come here anyway
Sarah: Say, are the two guys here?
Blossom: Upstairs
Sarah walked upstairs to find them both.
Flora: Blossom, do you mind if I ask you a few questions?
Blossom: Um, ok
Flora sat on the wooden couch with a soft thin mattress on top, no doubt, in Woodland Valley, most of
the things are made of wood. Blossom went to the kitchen to prepare some drinks while they both talk,
pouring the orange juice in two glasses, most of the things are made of wood. Blossom carried the tray
to the coffee table then Flora asked her first question.
Flora: When did you see the mystical light?
Blossom: I heard strange noises coming from their bedroom. I climbed out of bed to see what's going on
and I was in great shock! To see mystical light surrounding them both and they were killed! I'd rather not
talk anymore about this...
Flora: Have you ever seen the light again?
Blossom: After Jason lives with me, he used to be a friend but when we live together, we both
discovered love. I've never seen the light again after Jason and I found out we're for each other
Flora: Really romantic...
Blossom: There's so much more than the mystical light, lots of people had been missing these years for
trying to find out who's behind the mystical light and the murder. I did say I believe it was created by
Radar, the only enemy here
Flora: What if they were witches?
Blossom: Oh no, Woodland Valley doesn't allow Witches. When ever they try to pass through, or use the
private spell, they'll be sent back to where they were
Flora: Come on, lets see the other three
Blossom nodded then led Flora to Jason's room. Flora was going to ask Blossom that she & Helia could
help but decided to keep it a secret. Flora was thinking that maybe at night, she'll get a chance with



Helia to find out this legend as a mystery. Jason, Helia & Sarah were in there. Sarah was sitting on
Jason's bed, admiring the stars Jason painted. Helia was with Jason working on a poem.
Blossom: What are you two doing?
Sarah: To me, it seems they're both poets and getting help from another
Flora: Lets not disturb them
Sarah got up from the couch then followed Flora & Blossom to Blossom's room. There Blossom had lots
of Blossoms, Poinsettias & Roses all around!
Flora: *looking around* You have plenty of fresh flowers in your room! Where do they grow?
Blossom: There's a mini garden in front of the house near the right window
Flora: I noticed...
Sarah: Where I come from, there are lots of stars to see!
Flora: Must be a place where Stella would enjoy
Sarah: The Star Realm has lots of stars! We can see them at night but sometimes we can see them
when the sun's up. The stars will change from white to dark blue in color
Flora: Speaking of Sun, is it getting hot in here?
Blossom: The temperature isn't suppose to rise for another year!
Suddenly mysterious red smoke appeared, whispering the girls' names... Then the lights went off.
Sarah: What was that?!
Flora: It's dark in here!
Blossom: The door!
The door slammed shut. The girls looked at each other.
Blossom, Flora, Sarah: *screaming*
Blossom: Jason! Helia!
Flora: *trying to open the door* It's locked!
They heard male voices outside the room, it was the guys.
Jason: *turning the door knob* It's locked!
Helia: Girls! What happened?!
Flora: *from inside* We don't know! *scream* There's mysterious red smoke in here! *cough*
Sarah: We can't breathe! *cough*



3 - Mystical Light? Red Smoke?

Sarah: B! *cough* Can't you, *cough* unlock the door?!
Blossom: The lock's *cough* made of metal, I can only do wood! Suddenly the red smoke swirled around
the three girls. Flora: What's happen-- *cough*-- ing?!
Blossom: I'm not sure! This never happened before! In a few seconds, they've disappeared without a
trace. Jason managed to unlock the door then he rushed inside with Helia. Helia: Blossom? Flora?
Jason: Sarah? Where could've they gone? Someone knocked on the front door, Jason rushed
downstairs with Helia, hoping it's them. After Jason swung open the door, he was surprised to see who it
was. Jason: *gasp!*
Nikki: Ahh! Oh, it's just you...
Jason: Nikki? What are you doing here? I thought you're mom said you're forbidden to return to
Woodland Valley after the murder?
Nikki: Well, my dad died after B's parents died, he said, before he died, I have to take his place when the
time comes. I want to do it, but mom won't allow it, so I ran away from home. I'm staying here--
Omigosh! Helia?! This means Flora's here too! First, I'd like to see B
Helia: What's B?
Nikki: Around here and to us friends, B is Blossom's nickname. Still, I like to see her
Helia: That's the thing, Blossom, Flora & Sarah had disappeared!
Nikki: Sarah's here? I can't wait to see her-- disappeared?!
Jason: It started in Blossom's room
Nikki: It must be the work of Radar!
Helia: Who's Radar?
Nikki: You don't know much on Woodland Valley, do you? Radar, is the only enemy here, looking for
nature fairies
Helia: Flora!
Jason: We have to find them at his lair!
Nikki: Reminder Mr. Romantic, people never found Radar's lair, ever
Helia: How are we going to find them now?
Jason: I've heard about Tecna, she can scan the room with her digital gadgets or something. I'll send an
invitation
Helia: Isn't Woodland Valley private?
Jason: That's why they need an invitation. It includes proof and the teleportation spell. Just walking to
Woodland Valley will just hit the force field-- don't ask
Nikki: We don't have much time, B, Flora & Starry, Starry is Sarah, might be in big trouble right now!
Helia & Jason agreed. At Radar's lair, where ever it is, Blossom, Flora & Sarah woke up, in a cage!
Blossom: Hey, where are we?!
Flora: This place doesn't look peaceful!
Sarah: Are we where I think we are?
Blossom: This could be, the place where no one has ever found
Flora: What are you two talking about?
Blossom: What I mean, this must be Radar's Secret Lair!
Radar: *appeared* That's right cuties!
Sarah: Is it just me or did he just call us cuties?



Blossom: He may think 'we're' cute, but he has the body of a skeleton and an organic head with a
handsome face. That's why he wears an armor with a mask
Sarah: B, how do you know all this?
Radar: Enough chit chat! I will choose one of you nature fairies to be my queen then the other two will be
killed!
Sarah: Hello? Earth to Radar? I'm a Star Fairy, not a Nature Fairy
Radar: Fooling me is as hard as you think!
Flora: She's telling the truth Radar, Blossom & I are Nature Fairies, Sarah here is the fairy of 'Stars'
Blossom: Let Sarah go and take us!
Sarah: Girls! What are you saying?! I'm not leaving you two behind!
Flora: *whispers* If he lets you free, lead the others to where we are
Sarah: *whispers* Good idea. B, distract him as long as you could
Blossom: Radar, have you ever left this area? While Blossom distracts Radar with a few questions,
Sarah gave Flora a star tracking device. She said to clip it in on her hair so it won't be lost. Radar: Stop
with these ridiculous questions!
Blossom: This is the last one, *sigh* have someone ever loved you?
Flora: I think you've gone a little too far with that
Radar: I am not answering that question! You! Star Fairy!
Sarah: *gasp*
Radar: Leave my lair, NOW! Radar opened the cage for only Sarah to go through then she quickly ran
away. Radar then looked at Flora & Blossom, one by one.



4 - Fake Love

Radar: After I choose one of you to be my queen, the other will die like the others!
Blossom: So that means, the missing people aren't missing, they've been murdered! You were the one
who killed my parents, Mrs. Oak & Mr. Oak!
Radar: Ah, Blossom Oak, Flora Marigold, it's been a long time since I've seen the last Oak
Flora: However you've found out our last names was disturbing!
Blossom: No, something's telling me that Radar's looking for the last Oak. All Oak trees died so that
means the last Oak, is me!
Radar: Very clever Blossom Oak. I've searched dimensions for you, it turns out you've been inside that
pathetic wooden house all along
Flora: Don't you have an all seeing eye? Darkar uses it when he first was alive
Radar: Don't you know little Ms. Marigold? Woodland Valley doesn't allow these, 'all seeing eyes' things
which I don't know what it is or need one! Back at the wooden house, Nikki, Helia and Jason waited for
Tecna's arrival. A few minutes later, the door bell rang. Jason was surprised to see who it was, again.
Jason: Mahin!
Mahin: Hi Jason, Nikki! I didn't expect you being here!
Nikki: I ran-- or should I say, teleported away from The High Gym.
Helia: Are you a friend of Blossom too?
Mahin: Omigosh! Helia?! Here?!
Helia: Don't ask
Mahin: Yeah, I'm a friend of Nikki and Blossom too. Where's B?
Tecna: *appeared* I calculated that it was completely illogical to teleport here in a flash
Mahin, Nikki: Tecna!
Tecna: I received this invitation from you Helia and, Jason Parker?
Jason: That's me. Here's your reply Mahin. Blossom, Flora & Sarah had disappeared!
Mahin: Sarah's here?
Helia: Not anymore. We need to Tecna to scan Blossom's room to find any clues, can you do it Tecna?
Tecna: I will try, after all gadgets & digital items are my thing Meanwhile at somewhere in the woods,
Sarah ran from Radar's lair, all the way to the wooden house. She reminded herself to tell the others
where his lair is. At Radar's Lair, Radar was as some room while Blossom & Flora talk in hush tones.
Blossom: We are going to die if we reject of becoming his queen Flora...
Flora: Queen... Blossom, has anyone ever love Radar before?
Blossom: No one, not anyone, loves him, because they think he's full of evil
Flora: Darkar's the evil one and he has an all seeing eye crystal thing. I was thinking, if one of us pretend
we love him, maybe he won't kill one of us
Blossom: That might work, so, who's going to pretend to 'love' him? One of us stays, one of us is free
Flora: Hmm... Radar said he's been looking for 'you'
Blossom: Oh no, pretending I love him means I've to kiss him! I never saw his face, ever!
Flora: Sarah asked you how do you know about his form? On the inside?
Blossom: I don't know, it's like he's giving him pictures of himself to my mind
Flora: You have to do it Blossom
Blossom: Do I have to?
Flora: It's the only way to let Radar be, 'happy'?



Blossom: *sigh* Radar! I really love you!



5 - End of True Love?

Radar: What did you say?
Blossom: *whispers* Flora!
Flora: *whispers* Just do it
Blossom: I-- I, l-love you?
Radar: Loved by a fairy? No ever fairy has ever said that to me, before Radar used his powers to break
open the cage. Flora: I thought you were, about to, you know, kill me?
Radar: No, not anymore... After Blossom Oak said those words, I'm not sure I can do anymore
murdering. I usually force Nature Fairies to love me, you can leave now, Flora Marigold
Flora: *whispers* Blossom, after I return with the others, step away from Radar
Blossom: *whispers* Got it Radar pushed on some kind of button near the exit then the stone lifted up.
Flora rushed out then transformed, then something dropped but Flora thought it's something not
important. Flora: Why didn't we think of Transforming in the cage before? At Blossom & Jason's house,
Sarah made it back, running. Sarah: Next time, *panting* I've to fly my way back She knocked on the
door. Before anyone could answer it, Flora dropped by. Sarah: Flora! You're here! Where's Blossom?
Flora: We'll need to get the others before going back. Trust me, she'll feel like Jason's there
Sarah: By the way, how did you get here so fast?
Flora: I flew
Sarah: Why didn't I think of that... Jason opened the door and this time, he was in shock, to see Sarah &
Flora on the doorstep. Jason: Helia, Nikki, Mahin, Tecna! It's Flora & Sarah!
Tecna: *from upstairs* We'll be right down! Helia was the first one to reach the door to see Flora, as you
may know how he'll react. Helia: Flora!
Flora: Helia! After a long, loving kiss, Helia hugged her. Helia: I'm glad you're alright...
Flora: I'm fine... Jason cleared his throat to get attention, just to stop the love scene and on to rescuing.
Jason: Where's Blossom?
Sarah: If you're here Flora, that means the star tracking device is here!
Flora: So the something that dropped must be the tracking device, It must've dropped while I was out!
Tecna, Mahin & Nikki went downstairs next. Flora: Tecna! What are you doing here?
Tecna: Never mind that, where's Blossom Oak?
Flora: She's still at Radar's lair, pretending she loves him--
Jason: Wait, just a minute, did you just say, 'love him'?
Flora: No, she's 'pretending' she loves him. After she said that, Radar broke open the cage!
Jason: We have to save her, right now! Then, someone else knocked on the door. Lidea: Hi
Jason: Lidea?
Lidea: I came to see Blossom, where is she?
Helia: We don't have time to explain, lets just go!



6 - Evil or Unloved?

Tecna: I'll connect your star tracker to my computer Sarah
Sarah: Go for it! Sarah gave Tecna her Star Tracker then Tecna told everyone to follow her. Meanwhile
at Radar's lair, Radar led Blossom to a room with a bed. Blossom: Wow, it's-- floral?
Radar: I guess it's time for me to remove this mask Blossom gasped in surprise as he took of his mask.
She can see that it was a handsome face, too handsome to be evil. She saw short brown hair, hazel
eyes, and most importantly, skin. She stepped closer to get a better look. Radar: The truth is, I'm not
really evil, or a murderer, I'm just an eighteen year old young man with a curse to have a skeleton body.
I need to spend with someone that loves me and I love that someone for 72 hours to break the curse.
Blossom: You sound so sweet... I-I need to spend 3 days with you?
Radar: They say, love conquers all... This once, Radar pushed her onto the bed, her hair band that ties
her purple streaks on the back of her head, slipped out. Radar then did something that Blossom wasn't
prepared for, a kiss from someone else which is not Jason. Radar gave her a forced kiss, something
called a 'french' kiss. It was hard and uncomfortable, but she has to resist to NOT scream for help. It's
something that not all teen girls like to have. Somewhere in the woods, Tecna led the others almost to
Radar's Lair. Sarah: Why are we fairies walking? I don't want to make the same mistake again
Nikki: You're right, lets go! MAGIC TRANSFORM! Nikki, Mahin, Lidea & Sarah transformed to their fairy
form. Flora's already transformed and she was flying the whole time. Sarah: Stellar! Radar's lair is just
up ahead!
Tecna: What do you mean, Stellar?
Sarah: It means, 'cool'
Tecna: Oh, I see
Flora: Look! There it is!
Jason: Lets move quickly or something bad will happen, and I mean now! Jason, Tecna & Helia looked
down at their feet, Tecna suspects what it is. Tecna: Tree branches!
Jason: These only happen if Blossom's in trouble or uncomfortable! The trees around her will block
anything from coming near her!
Nikki: C'mon! It's battle time! Flora, Nikki, Sarah, Mahin & Lidea attacked the branches with their powers.
Flora: Arms of the earth! Grab them! Flora blew seeds all over the branches then strong vines held them
down. Tecna: The vines, won't hold the branches for long, lets move, quickly! After Tecna, Jason & Helia
escaped from the branches, Tecna pointed at a stone to where the entrance is. Flora: I remembered
Radar pushing a button, right about-- here Flora pushed on some kind of button near the stone then it
lifted up. They all rushed inside then Tecna said that the stone's about to drop. Flora & Sarah looked
around, noticing that Radar nor Blossom isn't here. Lidea: Look! Up ahead!
Helia: A Floral, door?
Mahin: What kind of evil enemy needs a Floral door?
Flora: Listen, I hear something!
Lidea: *listening* It sounds like something really romantic if you ask me



7 - Rescue Mission

Flora heard familiar voices coming from behind that door, it's Blossom and Radar's voices.Blossom:
Radar, not again!
Radar: Just one, more--...Jason heard it too.Jason: What did he mean by 'one more'?!
Lidea: No time to search, lets just break in!
Mahin: *charging up* All together! 1, 2--
Flora: Wait! Won't they hear us?
Helia: Flora's right, lets use the old fashioned way
Sarah: You mean, pick the lock?
Lidea: I'll try my scepterLidea is the fairy of Life & Death. She used her scepter's sharp top to pick the
lock. After she unlocked the door, Helia pushed it open then was in shock after what he saw.Flora: Helia,
what is it?
Helia: It's something that Jason wouldn't dream to see
Lidea: Omigosh! That is sooooo sick & wrong! I'm going in there!Lidea flew in.Lidea: What are you doing
to our friend you RADAR?! *waiting*
Sarah: *stepped inside* Can't they hear us?
Jason: That! RADAR!!! I can't believe he's doing that, to my girlfriend!What Radar is doing to Blossom,
which she doesn't enjoy them, was forcing her for more french kisses. That includes tongue.Mahin: That
is so disgusting... I thought B wasn't ready for french kisses?
Jason: She isn't. What are we doing? We've to save her!
Girls: Right!Mahin used her Moon power to get their attention. The girls gasped as Mahin's Moonlight
isn't shining at them both.Flora: There's some kind of force field!
Nikki: It's game time! Basketball Shot!A Basketball appeared in Nikki's hands. She bounced the ball then
threw at the top of the force field. The girls and guys were amazed to see that the field is losing power.
Radar turned around, Blossom got up, Radar's eyes turned bloody red.Sarah: That was creepy!
Radar: Not you again!
Jason: With friends!Radar can see that he was surrounded.Flora: Blossom! Transform! NOW!
Blossom: *transformed* Now what?
Flora: Fly!
Blossom: That's one thing I can't do
Tecna: I thought all fairies were born fliers?
Jason: Not Blossom, she can't fly yet
Radar: You... You tricked me Blossom Oak! *fading* I will be back for you!Radar disappeared into thin
air then the girls transformed back to their casual forms, including Flora, except for the girl who can't fly
yet.Blossom: I'm not much help am I
Nikki: Who care's about that? The important thing is your safe!
Lidea: And the disgusting thing is a kiss that includes tongue...Mr. Romantic, a.k.a Jason hugged
Blossom. She can also see tears in his eyes, no doubt for a sensitive guy, he hugged her tight.Jason:
Don't ever, do anything like that, ever, again...
Blossom: I never want to Flora & Helia, saw and heard the whole thing. Flora: This reminds me of our
own relationship Helia
Helia: Me too Flora, me too... When Flora & Helia tried to kiss, someone held them apart. Lidea: Maybe
we could wait until anymore love fest...



Blossom: Hmm, I'd love to be back home again, lets go



8 - A Night for Romance

As soon as everyone reached back to the wooden house, they're all shocked to see the house as a pile
of rubble!
Lidea: What happened?!
Sarah: I suspect it's Radar's work of Evil!
Blossom: Maybe I can fix the house, I can grow a few trees--
Mahin: So we're gonna cut down those trees and wear construction hats or something?
Blossom: Of-course not the construction hat part...
Nikki: I don't think you should do it B, you'll lose power and feel so weak if trees are cut down!
Blossom: We're not in battle, so I should be fine, and besides, Flora's a nature fairy too
Tecna: But what about your flight?
Blossom: You won't need any flying to build something with wood! Flora, I'll need your help to hold the
wood together
Flora: My vines are really strong to hold something together, they'll do!Blossom used her wood powers
to grow a few trees. Tecna was amazed to see that the growth of each tree reminds her of GaiaTecna:
Blossom, are you some how related to Gaia?
Blossom: Yes, she is my great grandmother, who's the first true fairy to have wood powers. On a game,
she's the goddess of Earth *continuing to grow the trees*
Tecna: Interesting...After Blossom's thin trees have fully grown, she grew a larger one which is slowly
growing. Flora uses her power to remove the trees from the soil. Blossom felt a little, teensy weensy
weak but Flora knows what she's doing to carefully remove the roots. One pluck of the root then
Blossom will have a hard-breathing incident. Really, really sensitive nature fairy of trees. After Flora
placed the trees in a pile, she and Blossom worked together to build the house, slowly putting one wood
on top of another. Flora then use her vines to hold the trees.Helia: Doesn't wooden houses use nails to
hold the wood together?
Jason: Not in Woodland Valley... Or else Blossom will have a heart attack
Helia: So that means...
Jason: Yes. Harming the trees will also harm the only fairy of trees, which is Blossom's only
weaknessAfter a few hours, the house was completely restored and it's stronger than before. Now with
larger rooms. Blossom & Flora collapsed from exhaustion. Blossom's tired from growing the trees
because trees takes a lot of energy from her. Flora's tired because of growing too many vines. But Flora
knows one last thing to do.Blossom: Flora, what are you doing?
Flora: Well mini gardens aren't really a Linphean thing, so I'll make for you a bigger one right behind the
house!
Blossom: Thank you FloraFlora made the soil behind the house, planted seeds, then grew them to
beautiful flowers. The others went back to see it.Blossom: It's beautiful Flora! It's nice to have a bigger
garden with plenty of flowers! Thanks again!
Flora: You're very welcome BlossomSarah, Lidea, Tecna & Mahin said their goodbyes. Blossom helped
Tecna on how to teleport back to Alfea. She had the instructions saved in her mind.Blossom: Oh before I
forget, here's a paper of e-mails! I really need your help with coding HTML. That's Nikki's, Sarah's,
Lidea's & Mahin's e-mail addresses
Tecna: I hope to hear from you again Blossom Oak! Ta ta!Mystical light surrounded Sarah, Lidea, Tecna
& Mahin, then they've returned to their homes. Nikki will stay with Blossom, Jason, Flora & Helia until



she thinks she's ready to go to her home, The High Gym. Blossom & Flora found their things while
rebuilding. The bags are still ok and the beds' mattresses are still clean. After they've all went inside the
house, Blossom, Nikki & Jason went to the kitchen to fix dinner, though they haven't eaten the whole
day. Flora was still energetic to see Helia again.Flora: Oh Helia...
Helia: Is there something?
Flora: Maybe we should have this night for, romance...While they tried to kiss, Blossom cleared her
throat to tell them that they're not really alone.Blossom: Since we have a lot of love around here, that
would be nice
Jason: *came in from the kitchen to the living room* I think so too
Nikki: But the only one who doesn't have a boyfriend is me. You couples can go, I'll stay at this house
Blossom: But you'll be all alone!
Nikki: I'll be fine, I hope
Helia: I don't think so...
Flora: Me too, come with us, just to be safe and all
Nikki: Hmmm... Alright, I'll come along!
Blossom: Great! After dinner, we'll go to the sunset tree!
Flora: Lets hope you won't feel to left out of the love scene Nikki
Nikki: I'll find my guy some day, when Blossom and I go to Alfea
Helia: You mean you're going?
Blossom: M-hmm, next month...
Flora: That's wonderful!
Nikki: Come on, lets eat!After they all had dinner, Blossom led them to Sunset tree, the only spot to get a
great view at the setting sun. After a few moments, the sun went down, and the two loved girls had their
heads on their boyfriends' shoulder.Flora: This is so romantic...
Nikki: Uh-huh
Blossom: Hmmm... *yawn*
Flora: *yawn*
Helia: You two can fall asleep
Jason: And we'll carry you back homeA little while later, Blossom & Flora fell asleep.



9 - Radar's Revenge

That night, Radar was spying on them in person the whole time, then he comes up with a plan for
revenge.Radar: Aw look, two nature fairies all snuggled up with their boyfriends who loves them dearly. I
will switch those guys to each other than there's no way they can ever get close to each others'
girlfriends!Radar smiled evilly, then his eyes blinked red.Tomorrow morning, Helia & Jason felt a bit
strange in their sleep. They both woke up at the same time then looked at their mirror.
Helia (Jason): Is that, me?!
Flora: *waking up* Helia, what are you doing?
Helia (Jason): Flora! Um, I'll be at Jason's room for a while, so, you can go down without me!Flora was a
little surprised of his unusual act. Helia, or should I say, Jason rushed out of Flora & Helia's room then to
his room. After Helia, as Jason, turned around, they were both in great shock.Helia (Jason), Jason
(Helia): You're me?! I'm you!
Jason (Helia): I don't know what's going on but somehow we got switched!
Helia (Jason): Even Flora thinks I'm you, you as the real Helia!
Jason (Helia): We can't let the girls see us like this! They'll think we're CRAZY!
Blossom: *from the kitchen* Jason! Helia! Breakfast is almost ready!
Helia (Jason): *whispering* Say something in reply!
Jason (Helia): Uh we'll be right there Blossom!
Helia (Jason): First things first, we can't let the girls know about this. Second, we can't do any romance
until we're switched back!
Jason (Helia): But who switched us in the first place?
Helia (Jason), Jason (Helia): *thinking* RADAR!
Helia (Jason): This must be his revenge of Blossom or something!
Jason (Helia): I've an Idea, lets, be each other for breakfast, go to our rooms and plan a way to escape
the house without one of the girls know
Helia (Jason): It's worth a sho-- Oh no
Jason (Helia): What, is it?
Helia (Jason): Well... With mine and Blossom's relationship, we kiss very often! When ever she comes
near you, just say an excuse
Nikki: *from downstairs* C'mon guys! What's taking so long?
Jason (Helia): Got it. Now lets goWhile the two walked casually on the steps of the stairs, Nikki
appeared from the kitchen doorway.Nikki: Are you both ok? There's something different about you two...
Jason (Helia): We're fine... Just feeling a little, switched
Nikki: I'll take that as an expression, eh heh, eh... *returning to her seat*After Jason and Helia reached
downstairs, they entered the kitchen. Blossom's preparing the meal while Flora helps her. Blossom
wanted to give Jason a kiss, so she tried to kiss him, but he stepped back.Jason (Helia): I'm-- just not
feeling like it right now
Blossom: Oh, alright Jason...The two guys then sat down on the table chairs. Disappointed, Blossom
returned to the stove.Jason (Helia): *whispering* Not really a smooth move, I know...
Helia (Jason): *whispering* She looks so disappointed...
Jason (Helia): We've to plan this thing again
Helia (Jason): Excuse me, Blossom? Can we guys, be excused for a moment?
Blossom: Oh, sure. Just don't take too long...After the guys exited the room, the girls had a small



conversation.Flora: Something is going on with the boys
Blossom: I wonder what...
Nikki: Maybe they really are switched!
Flora: What do you mean Nikki?
Nikki: Well, in the weirdest way... Jason said we're fine... Just feeling a little, switched
Blossom: Hmm... Maybe we should see what the guys are up tooBlossom, Flora & Nikki went upstairs to
hear the guys talk.Helia (Jason): *from Jason's room* Maybe the tree of healing can cure this switcheroo
Blossom: Strange, I never told Helia about the magical trees around Woodland Valley
Flora: You didn't, lets keep listening
Jason (Helia): *from Jason's room* Jason, lets just tell the girls that we're switched, maybe they can help
with their magic to find a cure for this
Nikki: *entered the room* Aha, a very good decision you guys made
Helia (Jason), Jason (Helia): Uh-oh!



10 - Switcheroo

Blossom: *entered the room with Flora* Uh-oh is right...
Flora: Why didn't you two tell us you've got switched?
Jason (Helia): Well... You see--
Nikki: Oh I know, you guys think we'll think you're crazy!
Flora: Of-course not, we believe in you two
Blossom: When did this happened?
Jason (Helia): This morning
Helia (Jason): There's no other evil person at Woodland Valley, so we think Radar's responsible!
Blossom: We can't go back to his lair alone, if only there was time for the others to get here
Jason (Helia): Speaking of time, what if this spell becomes permanent?
Flora: Maybe Bloom, Stella, Musa, Tecna, Layla and I can help! And our pixies, and our Charmix!
Nikki: Heard about Charmix, never got them
Blossom: Pixies can be found only on Pixie village, never had a bonded pixie
Flora: You'll get them someday, if Chatta was here, you already know what she'll say...
Jason (Helia): Can't we call the girls instead?
Helia (Jason): Our phone can't contact the Realm of Magix, but the caller can
Nikki: Just say someone's full name and it'll call for us, only we don't know the Winx's full names
Flora: Helia and I do. I'll call Bloom and she'll tell the others. Where's the caller?
Blossom: Right next to do the coffee table
Jason (Helia): Hold on, there's a force field around the Valley, how will the others get through?
Helia (Jason): Giving the spell on the line won't work
Nikki: Hey Flora, I heard about your Teleportus. Maybe Blossom can attach the spell to the Lotus and
you can make it teleport to where ever Bloom is
Blossom: We can try Flora
Flora: Lets do it! Magic Winx!Flora transformed then summoned the lotus in her hand. Blossom attached
the paper with the spell on the lotus with a paper clip. Flora returned to her Casual Form then walked to
the caller, which is in a shape of a giant seed.Flora: How does this thing work again?
Blossom: Say Bloom's full name
Flora: Hmm... Bloom FlameSuddenly the caller turned into a green leaf then into a small tree which is
only two feet tall.Flora: ???
Blossom: Wait until the tree has a Blossom on topA few seconds later, the tiny Blossom grew then they
heard Bloom's voice.Bloom: *from the caller* Hello?
Flora: Bloom!
Bloom: *from the caller* Flora! Hey girls, it's Flora!
Layla: *from the caller* Hey Flora, how is it there at Woodland Valley?
Flora: It's so good to hear from you girls again! Well I can't explain what's going on here, we need you
girls to come over
Stella: *from the caller* Did you say come over?!
Blossom: Please, we need your help to return to Radar's lair
Tecna: *from the caller* That's Ms. Oak, I once gone to the Valley
Bloom: *from the caller* Who's Radar?
Helia (Jason): The only enemy here at Woodland Valley



Nikki: He's really angry right now because-- No time for the reason, just that he might do the same
switch to us!
Musa: *from the caller* What did she mean by switch?
Jason (Helia): Jason & I was switched this morning, switched as in being in each other's body but still
have the same voice
Bloom: *from the caller* Oh no! Well, how can we help?
Flora: The Teleportus is the only teleportation I've brought here. Blossom attached the spell to the lotus
so you and the others can reach here as soon as possible. I'll set it to teleport to your room in a minute
Tecna: *from the caller* Hurry Flora!
Bloom: *from the caller* See you soon!The caller transformed back into the seed while Flora is trying to
teleport the Teleportus to Bloom's room. After it teleported, Bloom and the others found the attached
paper.Bloom: Ok, lets all do the spell together! That way we'll all teleport at the same time
Musa: Wait! Ms. Faragonda might be looking for us if we teleport now
Layla: You're right, we'll have to ask herWhile they're rushing to Faragonda's office, Blossom called May
and Sarah.Blossom: May & Sarah will be here right away
May: *appeared* Try now
Sarah: *appeared* There's no way the teleportation spell can ever be slow!
Blossom: Lets hope the Winx will arrive... Anyways, I--
May: The winx?! You mean, all the Winx Girls?!
Blossom: Including Bloom. They wouldn't be coming here without Flora's help. As I was saying, I think
we need to find Radar someone that loves him and he loves that someone-- But I don't mean me
Helia (Jason): What about Lidea?
Blossom: We can't force her to love Radar. If she does love him or either like him, we won't know if he
has those same feelings for her
Nikki: Lidea's a Goth, Radar seems like a Goth too, sounds like the perfect couple to me...
May: Hmm...In a few seconds the Winx Girls appeared in front of them.Stella: Wow! That was the fastest
teleportation ever!
May: OMG! It's the winx!
Layla: Eh heh heh, who are you?
May: I'm Mahin but you can call me May. This is Sarah
Sarah: Hi! It's great to see the winx in person!
Bloom: Now where's this Radar person?
Nikki: We're not positively sure but we think he might still be at his lair
Layla: Well what are we waiting for? Lets all transform! Magic!--
Blossom: Whoa slow down! I forgot to mention one teeny thing. I can't fly, yet
Stella: Can't fly? Don't all fairies have wings?
Blossom: Very funny... I do have wings, but I'm a tree fairy. A tree fairy can't fly yet
Helia (Jason): Not really sure when though...
Musa: Uh... You're Helia aren't you?
Jason (Helia): No, I am
Helia (Jason): The problem is we're switched!
Layla: Wait a minute, what if the Trix shows up?
Blossom: That wouldn't be necessary... Woodland Valley doesn't allow witches
Jason (Helia): Well then, can we please go to Radar's lair to find the cure for this switch?
Layla: Finally... Transform!



11 - A Way Out

Every fairy transformed. After that, they heard little voices.Chatta: Hi!
Flora: Chatta? Where did you come from?
Lockette: We followed the Winx!
Tune: And we're here to help!
Nikki: Come on everyone! It's time to fly! Oh and walk...The Winx, Pixies, May, Sarah & Nikki flew while
Blossom and the two guys, just walked...At the Shadow Castle, Darkar's looking for the winx.Darkar:
Where could those fairies be?! I've looked at every inch in the Magix Realm!
Icy: Master, we heard the winx are at a cutesy Valley
Stormy: What was the name again? Oh yeah, Woodland Valley
Darkar: The winx girls must've gone there! I need you three to get the winx and the fairies with the winx!
Darcy: We'll go immediately!
Darkar: Not so fast. Woodland Valley doesn't allow witches. You're Gloomix will let you stay there for
thirty minutes. You can only go there once
Icy: What'll happen after thirty minutes?
Darkar: You'll be automatically teleported back here
Darcy: It's best if we locate where they are, before we teleport or else we won't get another chance
Darkar: Go to it!Meanwhile at somewhere in the woods, Blossom, Helia & Jason are
exhausted.Blossom: How much further?
Nikki: We're almost there!
Tecna: Just a few more feetJason in Helia's body noticed that Blossom's panting of exhaustion. He
could carry her, but while in Helia's body, it'll be ridiculous.Stella: Blech, that Radar person lives in that
rocky lair?!
Bloom: Good! We're here!
Digit: That was far! According to my calculations, we've walked about--
Tecna: *covers her mouth* Digit, no time for calculations on how far we've flew and walked
Nikki: Wonder what lover boy is up to...
Layla: Lover boy?
Nikki: Well B once--
Blossom: Don't talk about it...
Chatta: I just wonder why we flew and walk all the way to that enemy Radar's lair. I mean, the only
enemy? No shadow creatures?
Stella: Yeah... I wonder that too!
Helia (Jason): Well if this switch spell becomes permanent, what will Helia's grandfather say?
Jason (Helia): And that, only enemy is kind of like Darkar
Blossom: He has a handsome face but the body of a skeleton. But it's only a curse to have a body
skeleton. To break it, he has to find someone that loves him and he loves that someone
May: Lets hope we can find the spell to reverse the switcheroo spell at Radar's lair before Dark
Sarah: No worries, the sun is still in the sky and it's only noon! We'll have hours before it gets dark...A
few seconds later, the sky is becoming darker and the Sun was no where to be seen.Layla: What
happened?! It's dark!
Musa: Hey! Who removed the sun?!
Tecna: Illogical, the sun isn't suppose to set until night!



Stella: Maybe I'll put on a little light here. Rising!--
Blossom: No wait! Get down!Everyone dropped to the ground, some in a painful way. Pixies
landed.Blossom: If Radar sees light only on one spot, he'll know we're coming!
Sarah: How are we to walk through the forest if we can't see?
Stella: We'll might bump into trees and rip our clothes! No way that's gonna happen to me!
Blossom: I--
Nikki: Flora can talk to the trees, she can lead us
Flora: It's too dark, I can't see any trees. I need to see them to talk to them
Blossom: You see I--
Layla: Musa can use her Sound Wave to hear a way out!
Musa: Too many trees. The waves will just bounce back
Nikki: Does Tecna's computer came with a GPS?
Tecna: Yes it does but the GPS needs an area image. Snapping a picture will only show off light
Jason (Helia): What about Lockette?
Amore: Lockette! She can lead us!
Bloom: Yes! Lockette! Can you lead us to Radar's Lair?
Lockette: Sorry, it's too dark and my glowing wand will show off light too
Chatta: Us pixies have glowing wings and they'll show off light. Walking will just make us tired
Stella: I have had it! It's dark and I want light! There's no other choice!
Blossom: Just give me some time to hide behind a tree
Chatta: How can you? You'll bump into it instead!
Blossom: Oh I can manage *hid behind a tree*
Stella: Alright! Rising Sun!Stella invoked Sun Light when suddenly something zapped her.Stella: Ow!
Someone zapped me with a laser or something!
Blossom: *came out from behind the tree* Told you he might see us... Wait, laser?
Helia (Jason): Radar doesn't use Technology! He only uses his magic!
May: Guess he's gone advanced...
Flora: Hold on. Blossom, how did you hid behind a tree?
Blossom: I can see them
Stella: Why didn't you tell us that before I invoked my Rising Sun?!
Blossom: I tried to tell you
Bloom: Ms. Oak can lead us!
Blossom: First of all, call me by my first name. Second of all, me? Lead?
Digit: You're our only hope Ms.-- I mean Blossom! You can see the trees while we others can't
Lockette: And we might show off light if we use our powers that includes light
Helia (Jason): If you lead us out, we might all get to Radar's lair fast
Jason (Helia): To find the cure to this switch, and find out what happened to the sun
Blossom: *gulp* Wait a second, instead of me leading, the trees can lead for us
Nikki: How?
Blossom: Simple. Since it's so dark, even Radar can't see a thing, so I'll grow branches leading a way
out to his lair!
Stella: Will growing take hours?
Sarah: Kind of like Flora's growth magic, B's branch growing will take seconds too
Stella: Who's, B?
Blossom: *sigh* Nickname...A few seconds later, Blossom grew branches leading a way out, they act
like a stiff rope.Chatta: Um, so, how are the branches going to lead us if we can't see them?
Blossom: Everyone, move around and find a tree. Move your hands around one and find a low



branchEveryone did that and they found the low branches.Stella: Will this rip my outfit?
Bloom: Getting out of this mess is more important than outfits for now Stella...
Blossom: Now everyone, walk along while following the branches you're holding, they'll lead a way out
and to Radar's lair
Sarah: How are we to know which way exactly?
Blossom: Flora, do you have any thoughts?
Flora: Just one. Chatta, here my voice and walk to your left
Chatta: Ok *walking to her left*
Flora: Ok Chatta, now fly a bit to show a bit of light that only we can see, not Radar
Chatta: Ok!Chatta flew a little bit than a twinkle of light had shown. Blossom told them that Flora picked
the right way for Chatta. She told the others to follow the branches to where Chatta's glowing. The pixies
walked, but it wasn't that far for them to get tired. Finally everyone escaped from the forest.



12 - Searching

May: We're out!
Sarah: Didn't bump to any trees even!
Stella: And I didn't rip my clothes!
Bloom: Blossom got us out!
Blossom: Hmmm...
Layla: What's wrong? You got us out!
Musa: That's also a good thing!
Helia (Jason): I know what's wrong. Blossom didn't mention, that her great grandmother, Gaia was the
queen of Woodland Valley. She holds the staff of Woodland Valley, until dark forces took the staff from
her. Without the staff, Woodland Valley became poor year after year
Digit: But why doesn't Blossom feel happy? I mean she led us out of the forest
Blossom: Listen, without the staff or a queen, the people in Woodland Valley does not lead anyone to
anywhere
Stella: What people? All I see are two people who lives here, no any other
Bloom: Stella, just listen...
Blossom: Woodland Valley used to have happy people living here. Gaia was always a great queen to
Woodland Valley! The staff of Woodland Valley controls everything here. The dark forces, used the staff
to force the Vallens to--
Stella: *laughing* Vallens?! What's Vallens?!
Blossom: That's what they call people who live in Valleys
Bloom: On Domino, they call the people Dominons
Stella: Ok, ok... And on Solaria we call the people there, Solarians...
Blossom: Lets not try to change the subject
Musa: Force the Vallens to where?
Blossom: Jason, tell the rest for me...
Helia (Jason): Force the Vallens to leave Woodland Valley
Blossom: Two Vallens, my parents, stayed in a hidden area where the forces of darkness cannot locate
Helia (Jason): Radar was one of the warriors of the forces of Darkness, but he was betrayed by their
leader
Flora: Wait just a minute, this isn't telling the reason why Blossom isn't happy that she led us out in the
first place
Blossom: The reason why I'm not happy about the leading, is that I'm a Vallen of Woodland Valley, I
don't lead, trees here too, neither does Jason after the Staff is gone and Gaia, never to be seen again... I
know I said I can see the trees so that I can lead out, but I did it once just to get us out from the forest
Layla: About 'betrayed by their leader', who's the leader?
Chatta: And how do you two know all this?
Helia (Jason): The leader is, Darkar...
Winx: WHAT?!
Bloom: He must've gone here then to Domino in the past!
Blossom: And about 'how do we both know all this', my parents told me and I told Jason, while they were
spying At the Shadow Castle, the Trix located the Winx Girls, the fairies, the pixies and the two guys with
them. Darcy: Yes! We've located them!



Icy: When do you want us to go there master?
Darkar: As soon as they found something powerful!
Stormy: Why didn't you tell us this before we located them?
Darkar: It is an evil surprise... Back near Radar's lair, the guys are feeling a bit left out. Helia (Jason):
Aren't you girls forgetting something?
Jason (Helia): Like say, us?
Sarah: Oh! We were so busy talking we forgot!
Tecna: But how are we to open the rocky door if we can't see it?
Blossom: If only Terra was here...
Winx: Who's Terra?
May: She's one of B's cousins. They'll be attending Alfea the same date as we are
Blossom: Terra's powers are rocks, stones, pebbles, anything that's rocky-- She can even see them
when it's dark
Tecna: Well since we don't have Ms. Stone I guess--
Nikki: How did you know her last name?!
Tecna: It was a wild guess. As I was saying, we can do the same thing as we did while on our escape
from the forest!
Lockette: Grow branches?
Tecna: No, feel! Like what Blossom told us about the branches! Move around and feel for them! But this
time, feel for a rocky wall!
Bloom: Smart thinking Tecna!
Helia (Jason): I have an easier Idea. Lockette can point the way to the door first then we move around
and feel for the lever or button
Lockette: But what about my glow?
Blossom: Jason's on to something, I mean now that we're here, Radar can't see us while we're near his
lair
Chatta: Do you really think this is a good Idea?
Digit: I say we try!
Lockette: I'll do it! Lockette summoned her wand, let it spun and they all waited for it to point the way.
Lockette: This way!
Musa: Now lets go! While they're moving around and placing their hands on a rocky wall, May felt a
bump, so it must be a button. May: Guys! I found a button!
Chatta: Great! Push it!
May: I'll try, just hope it's not stuck After May pushed the button, the rocky wall lifted up, everyone's eyes
were stunned by the light inside. Layla: *covering eyes* That stings!
Blossom: No turning back now, lets go
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